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Arthur Laroya
St Albans, Victoria arthur.j.laroya@gmail.com 0403 524 022 in/arthurlaroya https://www.arthurlaroya.com/

SUMMARY
Highly skilled and innovative full-stack developer with a passion for creating visually stunning and intuitive user 
experiences. Leveraging expertise in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and modern frameworks like React and Next JS, I strive to 
craft dynamic web applications that delight users and drive engagement. Seeking a challenging role where I can contribute 
my technical proficiency and creative flair to collaborate with a dynamic team in delivering cutting-edge digital solutions, 
pushing the boundaries of web development excellence.

EXPERIENCE
Web Developer | Freelance | Melbourne, Victoria, Australia | January 2023 - Present

Collaborating with clients to create custom websites tailored to their needs and specifications. Turning design mockups 
into functional, interactive web pages.

•

Utilised a combination of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and responsive design techniques to develop visually appealing and 
user-friendly websites across various industries. Ensuring seamless user experiences.

•

Upgraded an outdated website to a fully responsive design, ensuring a seamless user experience on various devices.•

Mail Officer | Australia Post | Sunshine West PDC, Victoria, Australia | January 2018 - Present
Demonstrated exceptional problem-solving skills and attention to detail while sorting and processing incoming and 
outgoing mail, ensuring accurate and timely delivery to designated recipients.

•

Effectively utilized technology, including mail processing equipment and digital systems, to streamline mail handling 
processes and optimize operational efficiency.

•

Adapting to changes in mail volume, delivery routes, and new procedures.•

PROJECTS
QKC Studios | https://www.quietkids.club/

Custom apparel brand and social movement for introverts.•
Full functional e-commerce developed and designed with minimalism in mind.•
Built with NextJS, React, Tailwind, and Shopify JS.•

N.A.W.A - Not Another Web App! | https://nawa-weather.vercel.app/
Weather app that can generate real-time weather data for any city, uses ChatGPT to generate an weatherman-like 
summary! Next JS, Tailwind, Tremor, StepZen, OpenAI.

•

EDUCATION
Bachelor’s Degree in Information Technology | RMIT University | Melbourne CBD | 2017

Expertise in User-Centred Design, Web Programming, Web Servers & Web Technology and E-Business Systems.•

CERTIFICATIONS
Django Full Stack Web Developer Bootcamp | Udemy | 2021

Complete Python Bootcamp | Udemy | 2021

SKILLS
Frontend: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React.js, Next.js, Tailwind, Git/Github,  responsive design, performance 
optimization, developer tools, web accessibility

Backend: Node.js, Vercel, Python, MongoDB, GraphQL, Django, API, server components, authentication.


